Abstract-This paper presents a method to find the topics efficiently by the combination of topic discovery and topic re-ranking. Most topic models rely on the bag-ofwords(BOW) assumption. Our approach allows an extension of LDA model-Latent Dirichlet Allocation_Collocation (LDA_col) to work in corpus such that the word order can be taken into consideration for phrase discovery, and slightly modify the modal for modal consistency and effectiveness. However, LDA_col results may not be ideal for user's understanding. In order to improve the topic modeling results, two topic significance re-ranking methods (Topic Coverage(TC) and Topic Similarity(TS)) are proposed. We conduct our method on both English and Chinese corpus, the experimental results show that the modified LDA_col discovers more meaningful phrases and more understandable topics than LDA and LDA_col. Meanwhile, topic re-ranking method based on TC performs better than TS, and has the ability of re-ranking the "significant" topics higher than "insignificant" ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topic mining (topic analysis) is a critical part of representing the content of a text document, which is also important in many areas of natural language processing(e.g. machine translation, text mining, information retrieval). Recently, using topic models for document representation has also been an area of considerable interest in machine learning. However, most of the topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) [1] , consider the "topic" as individual words other than phrases(or collocations). According to people's perception, phrases contain more information than the sum of its individual word [21] , in which word order is ignored, and it is a better way to represent a text document.
Assume that topic analysis is conducted on a large collection of research paper for text categorization, a topic model ranks very high word like "machine", "learning". However, these words do not have certain meanings. The document has the topic "machine" can be categorized in "industry", the document has the topic "learning" may be categorized as "education". Actually, the document has the topic word "machine learning" should mostly be categorized as "computer".
Besides, some topic models allow a document to belong to multiple topics. However, current approaches to topic discovery perform manual examination of their output to find meaningful and important topic, and many models haven't considered different users' demands. For example, the topics extracted by LDA model are randomly ordered, and users must navigate the topics to find the important topic they need. It is very inconvenient if there are a large number of topics. Therefore, the target of our paper is to find out the solution for phrases topic analysis and topic significance re-ranking.
In this paper, a topic discovery method is presented to find the topics efficiently according to the combination of topic discovery and topic re-ranking. Up until now, no intensive research has been developed in topic model for topic analysis, especially in Chinese corpus. Using NIPS proceeding 1 datasets and Chinese corpus 2 , our approach allows an extension of LDA model-Latent Dirichlet Allocation_Collocation (LDA_col) to work in corpus such that the word order can be taken into consideration in phrase discovery. We also slightly modify the model to enforce consistency. The model parameters are inferred by Gibbs Sampling. Moreover, in order to enhancing the LDA_col topic modeling results, two methods are proposed to automatically select the most salient topics to meet user's interests.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works. In Section 3, LDA_col model is introduced, and our method of topic extraction from LDA_col is discussed. We describe the algorithm that utilizes topic significance re-ranking to improve topic discovery in Section 4 before introducing our data set and evaluating our algorithm's performance in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Probabilistic topic modeling has been successfully applied to explore and predict the underlying structure of text document. Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) has quickly become one of the most popular text modeling techniques and has inspired a lot of research papers [5] [6] [7] [8] , and also some papers have applied the LDA model in text categorization [2] and Information retrieval [3] . LDA overcomes the drawbacks of previous topic models such as PLSA [4] . Up until now, many variations of LDA have been proposed for different purpose. Nallapati [5] combines PLSA and LDA into a single framework that can be used to provide a user with highly influential blog postings on the topic of user's interest. In order to use both of function and content words, Griffiths [9] presents a composite model called HMMLDA, which can identify the role of words play in documents. But this method should not omit the stopwords, and the result is not effective enough. M.Blei [6] develops the correlated topic model to overcome the limitation of LDA, which has the inability of modeling topic correlation. Chang [8] develops the relational topic model (RTM), a hierarchical model of both network structure and node attributes, which can be used to summarize a network of documents, predict links between them, and predict words within them. Besides, there also have some topic models applied in different areas [14, 15, 16] . Collocation has long been studied by lexicographers and linguists in various ways. However, there is no intensive research at the area of phrase discovery. Wallach develops a bigram topic model [17] on the basis of the hierarchical Dirichlet language model [8] . BTM can automatically infer a separate topic for function words. But for the target of important topic discovery, it is not suitable for Chinese corpus because function words are meaningless and should be removed from the corpus. Later, Topical N-gram Model(TNG) is presented by Wang [3] for topic discovery with an application to information retrieval. The TNG model is built on the combination of BTM and LDA_col. The key contribution of the model is to decide whether to form a n-gram no matter what the context is. Although the model has better result in ad-hoc retrieval than BTM and LDA_col, the topic discovery procedure is more complicated than LDA_col, and the result in Chinese corpus is still unknown. In this paper, we use LDA_col model for topic discovery in both of Chinese corpus and English corpus.
III. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION_COLLOCATION MODEL

A. Model Description
First we describe some symbols used in this section: Starting from the LDA topic model, Griffiths presents the extensive model LDA_col without any indepth research [11] . The LDA collocation model incorporates collocations and introduces an additional 
B. Gibbs sampling for modified LDA_collocation
Gibbs sampling is a special case of Markov-chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) simulation and often yields relatively simple algorithms for approximate inference in high-dimensional models [10] . Therefore we choose this approach although there exists many other inference algorithms. 
where ( ) discovered by the model are randomly ordered if they are generated over a whole corpus. Therefore, it is necessary to help users to quickly find the topics that they are interested in. Based on the results of modified LDA_col, we can further improve the performance by re-ranking the topics, which assigns the most significant topic the highest ranking. In this paper, the topic discovery is completed through the combination of modified LDA_col model and topic re-ranking to enhance the modeling results.
Our methods on topic re-ranking are motivated by the observation that the more talked topics in a corpus tend to be labeled as more important topics. At this aspect, the rank of a topic would be higher if it covers more documents. Two re-ranking methods are presented in our paper. In Section 5, the comparison between these two methods is provided.
A. Topic Coverage
Based on the assumption that the topics covering significant portion of the corpus content are more important than those covering little texts, we can simply applying the topic coverage to determine the rank of each topic. If the topics have significant content coverage, then they are ranked higher.
Thus, we define: 
B. Topic Similarity
Our second re-ranking algorithm is proposed to select "significant" topics by topic similarity calculation. If the distribution of topic i is completely different with all other topics, it must not be considered as most talked topics. Topic coverage(TC) makes use of the documenttopic distribution, here we employ topic-word distribution to compute topic similarity. Thus, our algorithm is designed as follows: 1) For each topic pair ( , ) i j , probability distribution ( | ) 
2) The KL divergence is not a proper distance measurement because it is not symmetric. Thus the symmetrised extension, the Jensen-Shannon distance is calculated:
3) For each topic i , calculate the average distance between i and all the other topics. 
Here, T is the topic number. 4)Descending sort the _ average dist for each topic in a queue. The last element in the queue should be ranked the highest. In contrary, the first element in the queue is ranked the lowest.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Data Sets
Most of topic models are conducted on English collection. In our paper, several experiments are conducted on both Chinese corpus and English corpus, which are listed as follows: 1) NIPS proceedings dataset, which consists of the full text of 13-years of proceedings from 1987 to 1999 NIPS conference. In addition to removing stopwords, we also remove the words appear less than five times. All of the data in table 1 are under the manipulation of word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging by ICTCLAS2009 tool 3 at first. Then we keep the nouns and remove other words, because the topic words are mostly determined by the nouns in Chinese expression. Moreover, the individual words are also removed, such as "县", "市", "区", which are meaningless in expression.
B. Parameters
There are several parameters that need to be determined in our experiment. For the LDA_col and LDA estimation, the number of topics has to be tuned due to its influence on the model performance, and the number of iterations. For the number of iterations, it is one of the drawbacks with MCMC approaches. The target is to check if the Markov chain has converged. However, no realistic method can be applied on large corpus to determine the convergence of the chain. In consideration of a good trade-off between accuracy and running time, we set the iteration number to 100 in our final experiment. Other parameters are set as follows that are common settings in the literature: where T is the topic number, maxc represents the maxium collocation length. In the following, we focus on the selection for topic number. Different datasets should have different topic number. Paper [12] has proved that the topic model reaches optimum as the average similarity among topics reaches minimum. Based on this, we design a method to obtain the best topic number to make model reach optimum. Firstly, KL divergence is employed to calculate the topic similarity according to Eq.7 and Eq.8 under the condition of different topic number K varies from 10 to 150. We randomly select 200 papers from NIPS proceeding datasets and the "environment" collection from Chinese corpus for experiment, and the topic number selected can be used in other collections. Then, calculate the average similarity according to Eq.10.
If the value computed by Eq.10 reaches the highest, the average similarity among topics reaches minimum. At this case, we can choose the number. The experimental results are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 . As shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , we find that an appropriate number of topic is different for different datasets. In NIPS dataset, when the appropriate number of topic is selected in 110, the value computed by Avg_dist reaches maximum, which means the average similarity among topics reaches minimum and the model reaches optimum. In Chinese corpus, the model can get best performance when the number of topic is set to 20. Therefore, the best topic numbers are set to 110 and 20 for English corpus and Chinese corpus, respectively.
C. Experimental Results
With comparison to the corresponding topics found by LDA and LDA_col. Our experiments apply the modified LDA_col model (Fig.2) to the NIPS proceedings dataset and Chinese categorization corpus, respectively.
Topic discovery
As shown in table 2, we run the model with the topic number 110 according to the analysis in Section 5.2. In "support vector machine" topic, it can be seen that the LDA_col model and modified LDA_col model provide extremely salient phrases("support_vector_machines","principal_compon ent_analysis"), which can make users easily understand the topic. In "principal component analysis" topic, we can find the similar phenomena as well. Phrases ("principal component analysis", "covariance_matrix ") are more meaningful than individual words, such as "principal", "analysis". Moreover, some generic words(such as "data", "space") rank high in LDA topic list. On the contrary, they do not appear in modified LDA_col topic list. We can also find the effectiveness of modified LDA_col model. Words in ellipse represent related previous words that do not appear in the result of LDA_col. Take the "support vector machine" topic for example, the topic words "support", "vector","machines"and"support_vector_machines" are appeared in the same topic, which is the result of our modifying. The strong co-occurrence of these related previous words make the topics more understandable for users. The similar result can be found in "principal component analysis". However, as the result of LDA_col in topic "SVM", related previous word "vector" does not appear. That is because the word in LDA_col model does not have the option to be assigned the same topic as previous words. Meanwhile, some extremely related words(suchas"support_vector_machines","principal_com ponent_analysis") rank higher in modified LDA_col model than in LDA_col.
There should be some standard measures to evaluate the quality of topic mining results. Some research [3, 13, 19] have applied the information retrieval results to evaluate the quality of topic discovery. However, what we really concern is whether the topic words extracted are extremely what we need. The end goal of topic discovery is to use topics to improve some end-user task, such as text categorization, text retrieval in search interface or digital library. So we define the "precision", which is calculated as the number of relevant topic words discovered by topic model divided by the total number of topic words. We manually classify the topic words into "relevant" and "irrelevant". The standard for "relevant" means the word can represent the category information clearly , and is salient for the topic extracted. However, the generic words should be considered as "irrelevant". For example, a topic about " 病 毒 "(virus) from "Computer" collection discovered by modified LDA_col contains keywords ("病毒"(virus), "计算机"(computer), "电子_邮件"(email), "文件"(file), "版本"(edition), "人 们"(people), "网络"(network), "软件"(software), "邮件 "(mail), "梅利莎"(melissa)), the "relevant" words are "病 毒" (virus), "计算机" (computer), "电子_邮件" (email), "文件" (file), "网络" (network), "软件" (software), "邮 件" (mail), "梅利莎" (melissa). Other two words are classified as "irrelevant" because we wouldn't expect them to be useful when searching or browsing, and also they may appear in other categories and cann't represent the topic "病毒"(virus).
According to the topic number selection mentioned above, we employ LDA, LDA_col and modified LDA_col to conduct topic discovery. Each topic contains top 10 keywords. The experimental result is shown in 
Topic Re-ranking
As the previous word for our project CADAL(China Academic Digital Associative Library, which has 100,0000 collections of Chinese books), we test our topic re-ranking techniques using 10 categories of Chinese corpus under the topic discovery result of modified LDA_col. Averge-r measure(Eq.11) is employed to evaluate the performance. From the experiment in Section 5.3.1, top 10 keywords are listed in a topic. For each topic, we define: if there are more than 6 keywords are considered as "relevant", then the topic is categorized as "significant"; otherwise, it is categorized as "insignificant". Here, Average-r is used for evaluation: 
Where m is a given constant, we set m =5 in our experiment, r ρ is the rank of No.r topic in the first m "significant" topics. Therefore the ideal value of Average-r is 3 . The topic re-ranking results for the Chinese corpus are shown in Fig. 6 . The topic coverage(TC) method outperforms topic similarity(TS) method on most of collections except "Politics" and "Education" collection. Many collections have achieved an ideal value close to 3 under the method TC. Overall, TC method seems to capture important topics more easily, and the topics needed are ranked higher, which can enhance the topic modeling result. The detail of the TC based topic reranking results on "medicine" collection is shown in table 4.
Our experiment lists 5 "medicine" topics that gain 3 highest ranking and 2 lowest ranking in table 3 by TC method. This experimental result shows that topic reranking with TC method can further improve the topic discovery performance because, as is shown in table 3, all the top three 3 ranked topics are categorized as "significant". Some closely related topic words on "medicine" collection is ranked high, such as topic 20 , topic11 and topic 4. For example, each keywords in topic 20 have direct relation with the category "medicine". Furthermore, the number of "related" topic words reaches 10 in topic 20, which can represent the topic "伤口_感染" (wound infection) clearly. However, topic 17 and topic 13 receive the lowest significance ranking. These two topics is showed as "insignificant" because their topic words don't have close connection with the "medicine" collection, such as "children", "people", "worker", "measure" and so on.
In conclusion, the main goal of topic re-ranking method based on TS and TC is to select "significant" topics and rank them higher. Experimental results show that TC method could actually outperform TS method. Therefore, it is a better way to choose TC method for our furture research on text mining. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a method to efficiently find the topics according to the combination of topic discovery and topic re-ranking. Up until now, no intensive research has been developed in LDA_col topic model for topic discovery analysis, especially for Chinese corpus. In order to enforce consistency, we slightly modify the graph structure of the model. We use Gibbs sampling to conduct approximate inference. Examples of topic found by modified LDA_col are more interpretable than LDA and LDA_col on NIPS dataset and Chinese corpus. Unlike some traditional topic discovery method, we present two topic re-ranking methods to enhance the topic modeling result by topic significance ranking. Among the two methods that we tested, the TC method performed better than TS.
Evaluating the performance of topic model is a big challenge. Another contribution of our paper is that we propose a formal evaluation for topic discovery model. Thus, we plan to use our method on our digital library for text (books) correlation mining and text(books) clustering, which is our next step for future work.
